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Orca Ships New Three-Layer Damping Material Under Black Hole Brand
Black Hole Mat eliminates vibration for superior sound control
CAMARILLO, CALIF., June 1, 2020 (MEDIAWIRE) – Orca Design and Manufacturing, supplier of premium
audio brands and accessories for the North American market, announced it is shipping the latest addition
to its Black Hole line of sound damping products. Black Hole Mat is a three-layer material designed to
eliminate rattle and vibration in door panels and other metal surfaces. Combined with other noisedamping solutions in the Black Hole Line, Black Hole Mat completes a premium, end-to-end noise
elimination solution for the vehicle.
Black Hole Mat is delivered in 11-square-foot, self-adhesive sheets measuring 20 inches by 79 inches. Its
three components include butyl rubber and closed-cell damping foam with a shape-retaining aluminum
layer. At only 4.5 millimeters in thickness, the sheets can easily be cut to size to fit behind door, dash or
interior panels, with ample capability to stretch and form around irregular surfaces without heating.
“Our retailers told us they wanted a complete solution that they can access through their existing dealer
programs,” said ORCA Sales Director Nalaka Adikari. “For the past year we have really worked to create it
with the Black Hole line, most recently adding Black Hole Tape. The addition of Black Hole Mat is yet
another step in helping Orca dealers deliver better sound-damping performance to their customers.”
To see the complete Black Hole line, visit blackhole-america.com. For information on Orca products and
represented brands, visit orcadesign.com.
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About Orca Design and Manufacturing
Based in Southern California, Orca acts as importer/distributor, designer and manufacturer for a variety
of notable brands. We are the sole U.S. distributor for Focal mobile audio, and import speakers by Gladen
Audio of Germany and Italian-made Mosconi amplifiers. In addition, we design quality products under the
Illusion Audio brand, and offer Blackhole damping materials and Raven pure ribbon tweeters for home
and mobile installations alike. For more information, visit our website at orcadesign.com.
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